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Introduction: 

 Generally Environment means on the Earth how being lives also lives in a natural condition. On the 

earth human being lives those particular conditions also with a natural condition we called as Environment. 

Human is a important factors in Environment. Due to Human intelligence today they have    but we never care 

above Environment they decide they have to made a program but the program we cont says that permanently. 

Nowadays ever where we can see the days of green House that percentages of green house increase. We think 

about the problems at that time we have to think about the solution of the Problems that is a necessary of 

today condition. It is a meaning  of degradation   of Environment in a industrtion the real fact is not some time 

many opinion come import of as about the effect as bad  planning on the degradation of Environment. 

 In the law of our system we have to Protect Environment there are many benefits we have but there 

are the laws still we don’t applied in the practical.  It is a necessary to implement with the perfectly manner. In 

our constitute the reference of  they included How to protect Environment in daily life. In 1973 there was 

improvement in 42 reference through improvement constituent part IV reference 48 (A) was Included. From 

this as one information it is the indication that we have to strictly follow rules of Environment also protect 

them also they were included the aims & Objective of the Constituent. There was a big period of 40 was still 

references 48 (A) there is a proper planning about the implementation of was effect of this project. Today’s 

the policy of protect Environment is based on the theory of zero action that is depend upon. 

 There is big percentage of carbon dioxide & carbon monoxide come through many Vehicles on the 

road. In the engine of every vehicles there is not proper engine born, we under carbon dioxide & monoxide. 

Sometime was used very ad vehicles there were particular use of kerosene. For this reference there is a low 

but we still used the ad vehicles on the road. we used provide vehicles  due to overused of vehicles green 

house air  as ways came out side we can say our air becomes air pollution we have control the use of 

provinces vehicles at their time we have applied the Government transport system defiantly we decreased  the 

percentage of green air house. We have argument the government of Delhi they started the policy experiment 

about the same percentage of vehicles benefited to are Environment. Public transport system is not so perfect 

& disconnect that why we private vehicles in a big percentage nowadays we used private vehicles. We have to 

become government transport system very perfect, efficiencies, impressive and happing that time we don’t 

used the private vehicles. 

 It is compulsory to all municipal & Nagar Parishad in the state they have to prepare a report of 

Environment of city and published but we came to the council many municipal and Nagar Parishad they don’t 

prepare the report yearly and If they prepared that report may be very critical and there report really don’t 

discussed in a Public Factor basically These are the cities and sub cities always applied the tree day. 

Regarding this project our government always spent a lot of many especially in the citizens. That is the 

provision we find in the law. How much money they collected and where they spend the money they have to 

prepared a report and these they published but nowadays we don’t see their cities never published the report. 

 Every municipality has to establish the tree Pradhikarn Policy. Regarding this Policy we find the 

minor Information all the cities and sub cities always organized the special programme in the month of June 

and July. They can different types of programme debate conferences based on the tree pradhikarn Policy. As a 

Formality we see a special look towards if there is no more decision about this policy you find in the 

municipal cities most of the people they really don’t readily the condition of the policy there is not a seriously 

we have to look that is not a question. 

 In the special city regarding garbage Management High Court created a law that low described very 

meticously in 2000 government How to manage garbage. It is expectation of to apply fill 2050. High already 
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there are lot of time passed at this point in our country and state 90 % of cities they don’t accept the law in 

scientific way. We find the Heap of garbage of the cities. There garbage still there for a long time they don’t 

policies as a result there are many pollution we find in the city. As a law we find lot of garbage we have in the 

hospital that garbage we have to manage as a scientifically generally that management we don’t find in the 

hour today that mixed. No especially attention was given by medical concealing. 

 Here is a list about the Nagri Swaraj established about their right. In that we included how to protect 

Environment and complete Environment there subject. It is a compulsory that we all the cities take care about 

the Environment. 

 

Conclusion: 

 With the help of above mentioned information we have to stop the degradation about the Environment 

and we create a perfectly Environment. It is the necessity of the law about effect and proper planning.  

Administrative like social management they have to think very critically it is the need we have to face this 

type or problems for all the countries that countries may be developed or developed perhaps there is a big 

effect on small cities and undeveloped cities. Here is a special action we have to take, we should not debate, 

ethicize etc about the need of the Environment this question that is a very necessary. 
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